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Disclosure and disclaimer

Oxera advised VodafoneZiggo in their appeal of the joint SMP decision by the 
ACM in front of the CBb. We have also advised an interested party in the recent 
investigations by the ACM into single SMP and wholesale access commitment.

Any views expressed in this presentation do not necessarily represent those of 
Oxera nor its affiliations.



1. Context

Motivation for intervention?

Motivation 1: Joint SMP
• Concern: KPN and VodafoneZiggo would (tacitly) collude on wholesale access
• Dismissed by CBb in 2020: no game theoretical foundation1

Motivation 2: Oligopoly competition under product differentiation
• Leads to higher prices than perfect competition
• Additional concerns: partial foreclosure (raising rivals’ costs), consumer inertia

Key competitive effects from wholesale access price regulation?

Static efficiency
• Lower access price always reduces retail prices: what is the limiting principle?

Dynamic (in)efficiency
• Fibre rollout incentives: relevance of appropriability
• Incentives for full foreclosure by KPN (as already done by VodafoneZiggo)?

1 See also Oxera (2020), ‘To provide or not to provide access? The Dutch broadband joint SMP case’, Agenda, 29 May.



2. ACM’s price effect simulation

Input data

6.86m residential contracts from five operators (ten brands) for June 2020
• Product bundle, price, maximum download speed, access product, etc.

Model 1: hedonic price regression (economic justification for intervention?)

How much price difference can not be explained by observables?

Price (𝐹), bundle (𝐷), quality parameters (𝐾)1, add-ons (𝐴)2, provider dummies (𝑃):

ln 𝐹 = 𝛽𝐷𝐷 + 𝛽𝐾𝐾 + 𝛽𝐴𝐴 + 𝛽𝑃𝑃 + 𝜀

Result: ‘considerable’ unexplained price differences (exact values redacted)
• Access seekers (e.g. T-Mobile) substantially cheaper than KPN or VodafoneZiggo

Hypothesis 1: absence of sufficient competition (e.g. due to consumer inertia3)?
Hypothesis 2: unobserved consumer preferences or quality parameters?

1 Down- and upload speed, number of HD TV channels, and mobile calling minutes; 2 The model allows for 19 add-ons that are generally provider-specific; 3 Average 

annual churn was 10% in 2022, source: Telecommonitor Q2 2020.



2. ACM’s price effect simulation

Model 2: price simulation model (estimation of commitment effect)

Supply side: differentiated Bertrand

• Firms set prices 𝑝𝑖 to maximise profit, assuming differentiated price competition

• Independent providers: 𝜋𝐴 = 𝑝𝐴 − 𝑐𝐴 𝑞𝐴 − 𝐹𝐴

• Access providers: 𝜋𝐴 = 𝑝𝐴 − 𝑐𝐴 𝑞𝐴 − 𝐹𝐴 + 𝑤𝐵 − 𝑘𝐵 𝑞𝐵 +𝑊𝐵

• Access seekers: 𝜋𝐵 = 𝑝𝐵 − 𝑐𝐵 −𝑤𝐵 𝑞𝐴 −𝐹𝐵 −𝑊𝐵

• Margins inferred from first-order conditions, cross-checked with observed data
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2. ACM’s price effect simulation

Model 2: price simulation model (estimation of commitment effect)

Demand side: multinomial logit (MNL) and nested logit (NL)

• NL: allows for larger substitution within nests, better match with observed data

• Imposed choice structure (nests):

• 1. Consumers first choose an internet offer from a provider (e.g. KPN 100 Mbps)

• 2. Then choose other services from that provider (TV and fixed telephone)

• By construction, allows for more substitution between other services at a 
provider than between internet offers of different providers

VZ 250 
Mbps

KPN 100 
Mbps

TMT 1000 
Mbps

56 zenders 120 zenders, 
Ziggo Sport



3. Minor comments on the model

Points of praise on the simulation model

Comprehensive model, detailed Annex (extremely helpful for future work!)

Laudable combination of a hedonic pricing model and merger simulation

Margins (and market shares) are implied, but cross-checked with observed values

Model accounts for prospective market changes by 2026
• Higher download speed, fibre rollout, brand exit, etc.

Some minor comments

How robust are results to different definitions of nests?

Can the implied margins and market shares be used to calibrate demand?



4. Major comments on application in broader context

1. A big elephant: will T-Mobile really decrease its retail offer with >24%? …

T-Mobile 1000 Mpbs offer projected to decrease from €45 to ~€34
• This is below T-Mobile’s current 100 Mbps offer of €35!
• This is even far below the projected 50–75 Mbps offers of VZ and KPN (~€41)!
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1 Source retail prices: operator websites (as of March 2022); Source projected price changes: ACM toezeggingsbesluit, 25 August 2022, Annex C, Figure 11.
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4. Major comments on application in broader context

2. How to put any estimated retail price reduction into context?

Exogenously pushing down wholesale access prices always reduces retail prices!
• Objective should be to identify and settle trade-offs (see next slide)

Why not plot price reduction as function of wholesale price reduction?
• This would also (appropriately) reveal the absence of any limiting principle
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Full relationship commitment and retail price? (hypothetical)



4. Major comments on application in broader context

3. What are possible limiting principles on wholesale access price?

Upper bound: avoid imminent market exit by (as-efficient) retail-only operators
• Margin squeeze? So 𝑤 ≤ 𝑝𝐼 − 𝑐𝐼

Lower bound: avoid full foreclosure1

• Vertical foreclosure arithmetic? So 𝑤 such that 𝜋𝐼 foreclosure ≤ 𝜋𝐼 no foreclosure

• Can be readily estimated using the simulation model of the ACM

4. Big (and potentially very harmful) blind spot: dynamic efficiency!

ACM only offers two ad-hoc reasons why investment may not be harmed

‘KPN has an interest to protect its investment plans when proposing commitment’
• Proposed commitments in view of more encroaching interventions?
• Ignores harm to investment incentives third parties fibre network providers

‘Commitment gives certainty on prices, which benefits the willingness to invest’
• Of whom? KPN and Glaspoort? Or competing emerging fibre network providers?
• Neither very likely: lower access prices simply reduces gain from entry/expansion

1 Note that market leader VodefoneZiggo already adopts a model of full input foreclosure. As such, any decision by KPN to foreclosure network access to retail-only 

providers would in principle be equally permissible.



4. Major comments on application in broader context

5. What is the legal basis for intervening in wholesale market?

Requires single SMP in retail market, however:

• KPN (30-40% market share) smaller than VodafoneZiggo (40-50% market share)

• Considerable cost pass through access seekers: competitive retail market?

• Hedonic pricing model shows that KPN/VZ have higher prices than access 
seekers, correcting for observables, but is this sufficient to conclude on SMP?



Summary

ACM price simulation model is impressive, important, and helpful going forward

However, there remain concerns on applicability in broader context:

1. Sense check: will T-Mobile really decrease its retail offer with >24%?

2. Lower wholesale prices always reduce retail prices: need context + trade-offs

3. Limiting principles? (Margin squeeze versus vertical arithmetic?)

4. Dynamic efficiency not considered (despite negative effect on appropriability 
for all wholesale activities in the market)

5. What is the legal basis for intervening in wholesale market?
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